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Hal Boyle
Of A.P. Will
Visit Campus

Jean Erdman And Dance Company Will Open
University's Concert Series Next Tuesday

War Correspondent
Is Known To G./.'s
Hal Boyle, Associated Press
war correspondent and columnist,
will visit the campus on Friday,
Oct. 19.

BY DICK STEPHENS
The Jean Erdman Dance Company
will appear in Memorial Gymnasium
next Tuesday in the first of a series
of five concerts sponsored by the University Assembly Committee.
The Erdman group, consisting of
five interpretive dancers, will replace
the Jose Limon company originally
scheduled to open the series.
Concert time is 8:15 p.m.
Jean Erdman and her troupe, renowned throughout the United States,
have been favorably received by many
of the country's leading critics, while
Miss Erdman, herself, won the annual
"Dance Magazine" award for her creation of the "Perilous Chapel." Said
Doris Hering, critic for Dance Magazine, of "Perilous Chapel": "... Its
beauty is visual and plastic. It is a nonobjective painting set in motion...."
In addition to her great success with
"The Perilous Chapel," this past year
she has been widely recognized for her
work in the Broadway show "The
Enchanted."
A Native Of Honolulu
Born in Honolulu, Miss Erdman's
dance career began with the Hula.
After coming to the United States she
joined Martha Graham's company, soon
becoming a featured soloist. She broke
away from the Graham troupe, and
began her own dance company, where
she instituted her own ideas of the
trodern dance, while her artistic and ,
choregraphic abilities developed and'
deepened. Because of her vital interest
.... most entrancing.
in the other arts one finds music, design, and the sense of the theater integrated to an unusual degree in her
composition.
Deborah Frank, a member of the
company, was born in New York City,
but received most of her early education in England. Now a sophomore
The role of the individual member
in Hunter College, she toured with
the Peni Primus company before join- within the group will be one of the
main discussion topics at the Women's
ing the Erdman company
Elisabeth Sherbon hails from Cal- Leadership Conference which will be
fax, Iowa, and began her dance career held Saturday in North Estabrooke.
Dean Edith G. Wilson and Mrs.
at the age of four, when she ran away
from home to appear on the stage of Edgar J. Bogan will lead discussion
the local movie house (for one per- groups on the subject. Dean Wilson's
formance only). After deciding to group will deal with group participamake dancing her career, she began by tion and with a relatively new theory.
studying at the Denishawn School, group dynamics. Mrs. Bogan's dislater dancing with the New York cussion will explore the need and
(Continued on Page Two)
(Costigued on Page Three)

Winner of the Pulitzer prize for
distinguished correspondence in 1945,
Boyle has recently added coverage of
the Korean war to his long list of
World War II military campaigns.
The A.P. writer will be the opening
speaker in the Maine Newspaper Day
program, in which the Maine Press
Association, the Maine Daily Newspaper Publishers' Association, the
University of Maine Press Club, and
the Maine Campus are participants.
Students And Faculty Invited
Students and faculty members are
invited to hear Boyle, who is scheduled
to speak in the Louis Oakes room of
the Library at 2 p.m.
Boyle's career with the A.P. began
in 1928, when he became a copy boy
in Kansas City, Mo., his birthplace.
He was graduated from the University
of Missouri in 1932. By 1942, he was
serving as A.P.'s night city editor in
New York. From that job, he went to
Europe as a war correspondent.
The human interest in Boyle's dispatches attracted wide attention. His
Modern dancing....
daily column, "Leaves from a War
Correspondent's Notebook," was soon
being published in 400 newspapers. He
became known to many G.I.'s.
Between his travels for the A.P..
Boyle makes his home in New York.
Anderson Is On Program
Another speaker from the foreign
The Maine Masque, under the direcnews field who will be on the News- tion of Prof. Herschel Bricker, has
paper Day program is Russell F.
announced the organization of a TaiAnderson, foreign editorial director of
nt Pool, to begin Nov. 1 and operate
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
throughout
the school year. The pool
A seasoned foreign correspondent
himself, Anderson now directs from will consist of Masque members not
New York the 70 overseas correspond- actively engaged in the presentation of
ents of McGraw-Hill World News, a full length play.
a newsgathering organization that
The pool will provide all types of
serves 34 business, technical, and inentertainment, free of charge, for cam(Continued on Page Three)
pus functions. Committees of various
campus groups, which ordinarily
would have little time to devote to rehearsed entertainment for their socials,
may use the talents of the pool by consulting Bill White of Kappa Sigma,
\rabelle Bugler has retired.
Dick Ayotte of Sigma Nu, or Dottie
\rabelle, a registered Holstein cow McCann of South Estabrooke.
in the University's herd, won social Pool
talent will not be restricted
distinction and top credentials from the
When Assembly Speaker Harry A.
to members of the Masque. Outside
Holstein-Friesian Association of Amertalent may sign with the pool. Points Overstreet arrives on campus tomorica as a record milk producer.
toward Masque membership will be row, it won't be the first chance he's
In eight yearly milking periods, awarded through pool participation.
had to talk to Maine students. Since
Arabelle produced 119,457 pounds of
From Prof. Bricker's point of view 1927, Prof. Overstreet's philosophy and
milk and 4,026 pounds of butterfat.
the benefits will be: (1) The pool is psychology have been right here on
Her final contribution will be steaks
expected to swell Masque membership. campus. No less than eight books by
and hamburg.
(2) Students will have opportunity to the well-known author, lecturer, and
exercise their talents while awaiting educator stand on the shelves of the
Butler At Convention
tryouts for the major productions. Library, in addition to many magazine
Frank A. Butler, president of the (3) The Masque will be able to help articles.
Tomorrow's assembly is scheduled
Maine Alpha Chapter of Tau Beta social committees in search of enterPi, left yesterday for the annual tainment groups.
for 9:25 a.m.
national convention of the association, Greatest demand is expected for
Prof. Overstreet, widely known as
to be held at the University of Colo- song and dance routines, skits, and author of the recent best seller "The
rado in Boulder on Oct. 11-13.
special acts. Auditions will be ar- Mature Mind," has interests covering
ranged by White, Ayotte, or Miss a broad range. He is emeritus head of
Don't miss the assembly.
McCann.
The College of the City of New York's

Masque Plans
A Talent Pool

Maine's Arabelle
Goes To Retirement

Number 3

Co-eds To Meet
On Leadership

Author Of'The Mature Mind'
To Speak At Friday Assembly
department, of philosophy and psychology, and his books reflect the
merging of these two fields. Titles of
his works range from "About Ourselves: Psychology for normal people"
to "We Move in New Directions,"
an analysis of our society with an
eye to its revision. And, in case you
have any free time, he even tells you
how to invest it in "Enjoying Civilized
Leisure."
Though they cover many subjects.
his books in general boil down to
guides for freer living for all of us,
unhampered by prejudices, ”lf-centeredness. or a passive resignation to
a dreary status quo. Mental growth
must proceed in school and out, he
holds.

Maine Fans
Set Sights
On Durham
Student Throng
Will Follow Bears
BY DOUG KNEELAND

The road from Orono to Durham, N. H., will be jammed with
win-hungry Maine football enthusiasts on Saturday. Student
interest at mid-week pointed to a
mass exodus from this campus in
support of the Black Bears in
their clash with the Wildcats.
The contest with New Hampshire
is a crucial Yankee Conference game.
For the first time in a long while,
Maine students, fired to a fever pitch
by the Bears' 42-0 romp over Vermont
last week and, were eating, sleeping,
and talking football.
Great Enthusiasm Shown
A cross-section of the student body
reached by Campus reporters indicates
that more than half of the fraternity
men, and a somewhat smaller proportion of the dormitory men and women,
would make the trek to Durham.
Early in the week the Alumni
Office announced that nearly 150 alumni had purchased tickets for the game.
The Maine Central R.R. has offered
to run special cars and buses to the
area on the day of the game if
enough requests are made.
Faculty Manager of Athletics, Ted
Curtis. has said that his office will
handle orders for tickets until noon
Friday. After that tickets will have
to be purchased at the game.
Regular Prices Prevail
Since Saturday's game is New
Hampshire's homecoming, tickets are
at a premium, and there will be no
reduced prices for students.
Because the game is being played
out-of-state, Maine's band and cheerleaders will not accompany the team.
Students, alumni, and faculty members are invited to attend an Open
House in the Gold Room of the
American House at Dover, N. H.,
immediately after the game. The
Open House is being sponsored by
the U. of M. Southern New Hampshire _Alumni Association.
A brief survey of Maine rooters
shows that most of the fans are confident that the Bears will make their
trip worth-while by belling the onceinvincible 'Cats.
week upset New Hampshire 27-0.
team which Maine spilled 12-0 last
The football team itself has displayed an attitude of quite confidence
during practice sessions this week.
There is no reckless prophesying, no
noisy bragging. Neither is there any
general letdown after the Vermont
debacle.
The boys are up for this one

Dean Murray Is
Skulls' Adviser
Dean Joseph M. Murray, class of
1925. has been chosen by the Senior
Skulls as their faculty advisor. He
succeeds John C. Sealey, Jr., who
has resigned as alumni secretary.
Dean Murray was a Skull himself
in 1925.
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Jean Erdman And Her Company Maine Students
To Open Maine's Concert Series May Apply For
Foreign Study
(Continued from Page One)

Hippodrome Opera Ballet Company.
She, also, was with the Martha Graham Dance Company, and likewise
joined Jean Erdman in 1944.
From Bennington College
Tao Strong was born in Cleveland.
Ohio. and became interested in dancing as a career while attending Bennington College, later coming to New
York to work with Martha Graham.
She now assists Miss Erdman with
choregraphy, as well as dancing with
the company. Miss Strong is also currently appearing on television.
William Leonard was born in Lansing, Michigan. He was an athlete in
both high school and college, excelling
in football, basketball, and track. Upon
graduation from college he began
studying for a stage career until he was
called into the service. After his discharge he received a dance scholarship
which started him on his dance career.

With two years of stage and television
acting and three years summer stock
to his credit, he joined the Erdman
company in the spring of 1950 and
now has a dual career as actor and
dancer.
Besides directing her star-studded
dance company and a school of the
dance, Jean Erdman heads the Modern
Dance Division at Columbia University's Teachers' College.
Season tickets including all five concerts are available at $4 student price,
while tickets for each individual concert may be bought at $1.50 for students, and $2 for the public.

Cartoonists interested in drawing
single-panel cartoons for the Maine
Campus are invited to leave their
names in the office (over the Bookstore) or call Walt Schurman, editor,
at Ext. 52.

Two opportunities for foreign study
have been announced by Dr. Edward
N. Brush, dean of Graduate Study.
The applications for both programs
should be filed by Oct. 15.
Fellowship opportunities for American students in Latin America, beginning in February, are available to
promising students.
Applications for study under the
Fulbright Program are available in
Dean Brush's office at 43 Stevens
North.
Ida Moreshead and Mary Skelton
have been appointed to the Embassy
Week planning committee. Another
member will be appointed shortly by
the SRA cabinet.
The program is expected to take
place sometime in March.
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Drum Majorettes
Get Boost From
Four New Recruits

Pre-Game Rally
Features Mayor
And Fine Spirit

The beauties in the blue and white
uniforms that take those high steps
The year's first football rally offiin front of the Maine band have four cially started the opening stanza of the
new faces in their ranks.
Maine Bears' brief home football
They are Betsy Grandin, Joyce series last Friday night with a proHobbs, Jan Boyce, and Pat Hamlet, gram of entertainment and a demonall of whom proved to fans in their stration of "Maine spirit."
President Hauck praised the attifirst appearance that they were far
tude of sportsmanship displayed by the
from green in baton twirling.
entire student body at Maine.
The veteran members of the squad
Head coach Hal Westerman, inare Connie Berry and Barb Jackson. troduced by master of ceremonies
Connie is serving her fourth year and Dick Dow, presented the members of
Barb her second as a majorette.
his coaching staff and team captain
Not many people realize that this Pete Pocius. Coach Westerman exwell-coordinated group is self taught. pressed his and the team's appreciation
These girls are considered a part of of the moral support pledged by the
the band, but do not receive credits student body.
as do the musicians.
The girls from Balentine presented
It would be difficult for the band to a short skit, followed by a song and
march on the football field gracefully cheer by girls from West Hall.
The band played two numbers, one
without them as the majorettes set the
of them the popular arrangement of
pace and direct the formation.
the "St. Louis Blues March."
Mayor Don "Beardless" Stritch
made his appearance, in bedsheet and
turban, borne by four of his "satisfied
brethren" from the Promised Land.
Previews of life in the Promised Land
were presented in the form of Dick
Ayotte singing "Night And Day," and
Dottie McCann giving forth with "I'm
An All-American" and "It's A Lovely
Day Today." Various propaganda
techniques were employed by His
Honor, including free gum.
Immediately following the rally, a
stag dance was sponsored by Sigma
Mu Sigma.

LUCIC1ES TASTE BETTER
THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE!
It takes fine tobacco to give you a better-tasting cigarette. And Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. But it
takes something else, too—superior workmanship.
Luckies are the world's best-made cigarette. That's
why Luckies taste better than any other cigarette. So,
Be Happy—Go Lucky! Get a carton today!
screams,
cause -tor
thernes is favor —
writing yourself a brandyou'll like;
-0-ien doStrike, the
flavor.
Get Lucky an "A"for
rates
It
Miles KleinUniversity
New York

Retreat Scheduled
By SRA Cabinet
The SRA Cabinet has scheduled a
retreat for Oct. 14 at the Maine Outing Club cabin.
The officers of the Newman Club,
Hillel Foundation, and the Maine
Christian Association will join the
SRA cabinet members for the picnic
affair. Mary Skelton is in charge of
the committee. Future SRA work will
be planned.
Ida Moreshead and Mary Skelton
have been named co-chairmen of the
Embassy Week committee at the meeting.
Beverly Chadeayue has been elected president of Delta Zeta sorority
to succeed Joan Folsom Edgerly, who
did not return to the University. Mary
Belle Cobb is vice president.
•
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First Quality Diamonds
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of Watches
25 Hammond St., Bangor
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STUDENTS!
Let's go! We want your jingles! We're ready and
willing and eager to pay you $25 for every jingle
we use. Send as many jingles as you like to
Happy-Go-Lucky, P. O. Box 67, New York 46, N. Y.
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•PIE AMERICAN TOMACCO COMPANY

L.S./M.FT-Lucky Strike Means Fine Tob&,...e?

PARK'S
11 37 MILL ST
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Hillel Members
Hear Padover
On War, Peace

AP's Hal Boyle
Will Talk Here
Newspaper Day

"Asia hates the whites and Russia
is taking advantage of the Asiatic
situation," Dr. Saul K. Padover told
Hillel members last Sunday afternoon
in Carnegie Lounge.
Dr. Padover, professor of the Graduate Faculty of the New School for
Social Research, New York City. discussed "The Outlook for War or
Peace."
Dr. Padover mentioned that the
Russians risk millions of lives with
little concern. He added that the
people of Western Europe do not like
being controlled by Washington and
that the Russians are taking advantage
of European opinion.
"The Russians are not sure of their
own people," Dr. Padover asserted.
He added that he was not sure that
the Russians would fight and that the
Russian people believe in "historic
Marxism."
Rabbi Milton Elefant introduced Dr.
Padover. After his talk, the speaker
answered questions on his recent European tour.
At the Hillel meeting, Esther Cohen
was elected corresponding secretary
and Esther Toabe recording secretary.
More than forty students attended.

(Continued from Page One)

RUSSELL F. ANDERSON

Prof. Reynolds Wins
Maine Gladiolus Medal
Prof. Cecil J. Reynolds of the
English Department is the winner
of the Maine Gladiolus Society's
medal for the greatest number of
points in the Open Class competition.
Prof. Reynolds has previously won
prizes in the Amateur Class,

dustrial publications.
Anderson, a graduate of the University of Michigan, went to Europe
in 1938 as a correspondent for International News Service. His interwith Kaiser Wilhelm, Schuschnigg, Baldwin, Chamberlain, Lloyd
George, Churchill, and Shaw made
headlines at the time.
News of Pearl Harbor came while
Anderson was awaiting plane transportation to join Montgomery's First
Army in Cairo as INS observer. A
reservist, he promptly reported to the
U. S. Navy for duty. "My luggage,"
he says," is probably still in Cairo."
After service with Naval Intelligence, Anderson was sent to the Pacific
Theater as a combat correspondent.
His final wartime assignment was to
the staff of Admiral Chester Nimitz,
as public relations officer for Vice
Admiral W. W. Smith's command.
Anderson joined McGraw-Hill in
1945 to help organize the World News
network.

Page Three

University Calendar
THURSDAY, OCT. 11
7-9 p.m.—Tumbling, Women's Gym
7:15 p.m.—Scabbard and Blade,
15 Coburn
FRIDAY, OCT. 12
9:25 a.m.—Assembly—Prof. Harry
A. Overstreet, Speaker
8-11:45 p.m.—Chi Omega stag
dance—Memorial Gym
p.m.—Hillel services, Louis
Oakes room
SATURDAY, OCT. 13
Debate Council stag dance—
Memorial gym
12:00-5 p.m.—Women's Leadership
Conference—Estabrooke
Football—Maine vs. New Hampshire
—away
SUNDAY, OCT. 14
8, 9, 10, and 11 a.m.—Catholic
services, Our Lady of Wisdom
Chapel
9:15 a.m.—Episcopal services,
Canterbury House
11 a.m.—Protestant services, Little
Theatre

MONDAY, OCT. 15
4:30-5 p.m.—Social Dancing Class
Balentine Recreation Room
TUESDAY, OCT. 16
7-9 p.m.—Square dance—Women's
gym
7-8:30 p.m.—W.S.G.A.—Carnegie
Committee Room
7-9 p.m.—Ski patrol-22 Wingate
8:15 p,m.—Jean Erdman and
Dance Company—Memorial gym
9-10 p.m.—Cheerleaders—
Women's gym
WEDNESDAY,OCT. 17
7-9 p.m.—Modern Dance—Women's
gym
7:30-9:30 p.m.—Le Cercle
Francais—M.C.A.
Dr. Marie C. Mengera of the modern languages department won $200
last summer as a second prize for an
essay on Paris. The contest, in connection with the 2,000th anniversary
of the founding of the French capital,
was open to all French teachers in
New England.

BEN SKLAR
The Store of Famous Brands

SIMIMMOINIMEMOLTEMAIM

ARROW DEALER

Co-eds To Meet
On Leadership ,

in Old Town

A. J. Goldsmith

.....,

(Continued from Page One)
methods of getting members to participate.
Mrs. James Ewing will be the keynote speaker for the conference. NIrs.
Ewing, a graduate of Bennington College, received her master's degree in
economics from Columbia. She has
been prominent in labor relations.
having served as a mcdiator for private
industry in New York. At one time
she was a mediation officer for the
National War Labor Board.

an Arrow "Gordon Oxford"

just went by!

Zipper Trouble?
We repair and replace zippers
on any garment, sleepingbags and leather-goods.
Knitted parts on all jackets
replaced. Relinings.
ZIPPERS FOR SALE.

PELS
Men's Clothing
Repair Shop
Bangor
20 Hammond St.
(over Cal's Electr. Shop)

nc.
Member Federal Reserve Bank

nds

'er

or

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

The
Merrill
Trust Company
With ivre!.v• offices in
Eastern Maine
Manama Federal Deposit Inrurance Corp.

America's Favorite
Campus Shirt

$4.50

Arrow Repp Ties

$2.50

ARI?OW SHIRTS

&

UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCKLFS 0 SP‘.ittt.i

M.L. French &Son
Bangor
196 Exchange St.
ARROW DEALER IN BANGOR

COED—
For economy's sake, make it a point to see
Our New Fall and Winter Stiles of
SHORTIE STORMCOATS in tweeds and plain from 29.95 and up.
FULL LENGTH STORMCOATS in tweeds and plain from
35.00 and up.
THREE-QUARTER LENGTH CHINCHILLA COATS.
Don't miss our complete line of Dress and Sport Coats

BEN SKLAR
Old Town, Maine
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Gum Is Sticky Issue

Of Pine Trees And Big Cities

An Open Letter to Mayor
Stritch:
Your Honor, I attended the pre
-game
football rally, which I underst
and was
for the most part under your
supervision, at the Memorial
Gym last
Friday night. I won't comment
on the
quality of the rally itself. Too
much
has been said and written
during the
past few years about the
purpose of
these rallies, and the
mayor's responsibility in planning them
for my
feeble words to bring about
any
drastic changes in them.
But there is the matter of
good
taste. Not the sort of
good taste
which some of our more recent
mayors
have so studiously avoided.
I am not
so puritanish that I object
to jokes
which are flagrant steals from
the
burlesque stage. But I do
object to
the stealing of their
intermission advertising. You didn't steal the
burlesque jokes. You went your
predecessors one better. You stole
their
commercials.
I didn't mind your passing
out gum
at the rally, even though by
so doing
you distracted most of your
audience's
attention from the bright spot of
your
show, Dottie McCann. Maybe
Dottie
doesn't mind playing second fiddle
to
a stick of chewing gum.
But I did
mind, most emphatically, when
your
flat-footed quartet shuffled across
the
floor making monosyllabic
references
to that gum—almost in unison.
I ignore radio commercials,
tolerate
television commercials, and
abhor
football-rally commercials.
Perhaps
before next week's game rolls
around
you will be able to interest the
quarterback in calling out your wares
instead of calling plays. Or, maybe
the
cheerleaders will devise a cheer for
your product.
Thanks, but no thanks. You can
keep your gum.
DOUG KNEELAND

"Stay in Maine." That sentence, used sometimes in imperative, more often in pleading tones, has been the subject of reams
of editorials, tons of propaganda releases and hours of speeches.
Most of these have been directed at the graduating seniors of
Maine colleges.
Prosperity, advancement, low cost of living, and unlimited
opportunity are promised freely and extensively. But the colfleptinted from lens 1951 Issue of Esquire
Copyright 1951 by Esquire, Int
lege grads aren't haying any of it. They mutter a hurried
"thanks" to their would-be benefactors and take their hastily
"Good evening, ladies and gentlemen—this
packed bags on a trip to Boston, New York, Philadelphia or San
is your roving television ro,)orter"
Francisco in search of employment. Of course there are a few
who stay. There will always be a few. But they are likely to be
those with ready-made futures or some other imperative reason
for staying.
Why this mass exodus each June? Why don't the college
BY DAVE GETCHELL
students stay and lend their talents to the building of a model
We're going to deviate this week
state? Why do they act as though they had served a four-year
I'll get myself by the easiest way poshitch in a penal colony' and want nothing but space between from our usual line of chatter in order sible and let the suckers work." Unthem and the scene of their disgrace and suffering? These are to touch on a matter we believe to be fortunately, the much needed "suckers"
the questions whose answers appear so elusive to our "boost- both important ... and unpleasant. Be- are becoming fewer all the time.
How often we hear those hackneyed
Maine" faction.
fore sliding off the deep end, we would
words of a professor or graduation
like
to
say just one thing ... we are
The answers aren't elusive. We, who are attending college
speaker, "In your hands and minds,
here, know the answers. Or most of them. We know the rela- not under any delusion that we are college students, lies the future of our
any more or less holy than the next
tive position which Maine's public educational system holds in
country ..." Yet, when we are honest
person. For that very reason we offer
with ourselves, aren't those words as
comparison to states such as New York, Massachusetts, Con- now facts with but a smattering
of true
at this moment as they were a
necticut and California. We want our children to have every opinion.
hundred years ago? Even more so
possible educational benefit.
In our three and a half years plus are they
true when we look at the
We know the amount and type of employment which is to of time spent in two Maine colleges, clash of ideologies in our present time.
be had in Maine. We don't wish to be relegated to a lower middle we have passed through all the stages O.K., so the other fellow will do it,
we were told we would starting
and you will go your easy way even
class economic group for the remainder of our lives.
from a young, know-just-about-everyif it calls for lying or cheating. EveryWe are told of Maine's lower cost of living. But we know thing freshman,
to a not-so-smart one else does it, why should
you be
that lack of competition has kept prices up in many of the smaller upperclassman. In the normal course
different? So it goes, all along the
towns.
of observation we have seen many line,
and the other fellow does do it.
We have been informed that Maine will become a progres- things that we have liked, but, at the But here lies the catch.
sive state. But we are only too familiar with the reactionary same time, we have noticed the growth
The other guy is smart. He is near
of a trend that has worried us.
attitude of many of its old guard politicians. And, what is more,
the bottom of the line and even if he
In short, amid the increasing con- hasn't had the
education of the "highwe know the disastrous effects which one-party monopoly of
fusion and complications of the post- er" guys he
knows a good deal when
government has on any state.
war world, aside from the "scandals" he sees one.
In a short while he is at
We are reminded that here we have acquired our higher of Washington and polities, we have
tie top and the "educated" men are in
education, and that we are therefore under a moral obligation watched a dangerous (or so it seems some bleak field making little
stones Jibes At Editorial Brides
to the state. But again, we know that we, the students, provide to us), "So what?" attitude take hold out of big ones. The freedom to say,
To the Editor: Perhaps forcing
col"What the heck, let the other guy
about 48 per cent of the University's income while the state of many college students.
leges to pay for their athletic
proWe
are
not
referrin
g
to
the
normal
do
it,"
is
gone,
along
with
the
all
other
provides about 23 per cent. And, we know too, that the U. of
grams out of their normal funds
and transient attitude of worldiness "freedoms" we had abs ays taken for
would
M. has one of the highest, if not the highest, tuition rates among that seems
discourage betting, but I doubt
if
to affect most college granted or had scoffed at as a lot of
anything could discourage "brides
state colleges and universities in the nation.
people. On the contrary, this very useless ideals.
."
(See last paragraph in your
We are told that Maine is a friendly state, which will will- attribute is lacking in many cases.
editorial,
Education died easily ; we didn't "Pros
and Cons on Pros at U's").
ingly accept us among its ranks of responsible citizens. But we Instead, we have seen supposedly have to help it. No, the other guy did
TOD YOUNG '54
have all encountered the outlook prevalent among all too many bright students say, "What the heck, that.
Editor's Note—Perhaps not
brides,
people of the state. Are we all deaf, that we haven't heard,
but we were discouraged when
WC saw,
"I can't see that an education does you no good no how," or "I
too late, that a typo had turned
a bribe
didn't have no education and look at me," and so on, and on.
into a bride.
and on?
BY BILL MATSON
Many of us are fond of Maine. Many of us have friends
More Of The Same
It was interesting to note the recent something to do with it.)
and families here. And vet, when the familiar phrase is heard,
To the Editor: Your editoria
l last
we look askance at those who utter it. "Stay in Maine?" uprising of the male members of the
The threatened discarding of the
week on professionalism in
freshman class. Every year on the
college
beanies
was
short
lived, however, be"Thanks, but
"
sports was to the point and well
year, the frosh concoct the notion that
writcause cooler heads prevailed and the
D. F. K.
ten.
the wearing of the traditional beanies
meeting broks up. Perhaps the one big
•• •
is foolish, and that the Sophomore factor that
I did not quite understand the
ended the meeting was
last
The grass is growing crisp and brown
Owls are to blame for the entire thing. one Senior
Skull who had the presence seven words of the editorial, "which
With an
would discourage betting and therefo
early frost.
I am not going to go into tradition
to get up and invite the frosh to air
re
or anything like that, because it is an
A lone man mutters, head hung down,
their grievances by sending a delega- brides." I assume that this was a typographical error and should have
issue that we have had drilled into us tion to meet with the Skulls.
"The Dodgers, drat' cm, lost."
read,

For What It's Worth

Between The Lines

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
BUSINESS MANAGER
CITY EDITOR
EDITORIAL PAGE EDITOR
MAKE-UP EDITOR
PHOTOGRAPHY
DEPARTMENTAL EDITORS

Walt Schurman
Mary Ellen Chalmers
Bill Matson
Doug Kneeland
Ben Tucker
Paul Marcoux, Roger Dupont
Dana Warren (Sports),
Fran Dion (Society)
ADVERTISING MANAGER
Paul Dinsmore
REPORTERS—Henry Berry, Dave Brezgcr, Stan Ferguson, Dave
Getchell, Helen Johnson, Ellen Levinson. Bob Ostreicho!r, Perleston Pert,
Keith Ruff, Dick Schurman, Lenny Silver, Dick Stephens, Lois Welton,
Marjorie Wylde, Art Traub.
BUSINESS ASSOCIATES—Bryce N1cEwen, circulation manager; Roland Kneeland, Edward Coffin, Marjory Robbins, Bernard Gardner. Elden
Wixson, circulation assistants: Bella Frazier, business secretary; Robert
Goodell, David Fox, Richard Hardy, advertising assistants.

since we have been in college. I will
say, however, that I am on the side
of the frosh in one thing, and that is
pertaining to the Owls. Sometimes a
relatively few members of the Owls
are obnoxious enough to spoil the
organization for the more level headed
members of the group. I feel that this
year's little men with the dots on the
foreheads are a pretty good bunch of
fellows, so there is no need for criticism there.
What is the odd part of this latest
rebellion is the fact that eye-witnesses
reported only two or three beanies
being thrown into the fire. (Of course,
the fact that the beanies list at $128
apiece at our bookstore may have had

"which would discourage petting
and
therefore brides."

The meeting has already been held.
Speaking with one of the Skulls about
I expect that your editorial will
the matter later, I was informed that
meet
oppositi
on from some circles. Your
the frosh acted like gentlemen, and
that their two representatives con- suggested change would hurt a few
special interests, hut let me offer
ducted themselves admirably.
this
Thus the meeting solved everything. succinct paragraph from another New
England newspaper:
I hope that this last revolt is the
end of these foolish uprisings. They
"Outlaw the athletic scholarship
and
certainly don't contribute to campus you probably would kill pro
football,
life. It is true, that many upperclass- too. This in turn would eliminate
the
men are responsible for the trouble, hot dog vendor, who was in your
way
and being upperclassmen, these sup- anyway when the winning pass
was
posedly mature fellows should use throw n."—Hartford Courant.
their heads and not try to incite the
R. P. W.
frosh to do thngs which they know are
detrimental to the reputation of the
The author of "The Mature Mind"
school.
speaks at 9:25 tomorrow.
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Pulp And Paper Reception Marks Opening Of Canterbury House MCA Drive
Group Plans
For Members
Study Awards
To Start Oct. 21
Progress of the Pulp and Paper
Dave Collins and Gorham Hussey
Foundation and plans for the coming
will be co-chairmen of the memberyear were discussed by about 125
ship drive for MCA, according to
industry and University members at
Moreshead, president of the orIda
their second annual meeting held here
on Friday and Saturday, Oct. 5-6.
ganization. The campaign will offiThe meeting was held in conjunction
cially open on Sunday, Oct. 21.
with that of the Maine-New HampFurther activities of the MCA will
shire section of the Technical Associainclude
suppers every Friday evening
tion of the Pulp and Paper Industry.
at 6 p.m. at the MCA house. ChairProgress to assist the pulp and
man Tom Lindsley will have charge
paper and allied industries in getting
of entertainment after the suppers.
trained and capable manpower was reFellowship meetings are also planned
Prominent in the opening of Canterbury House were (left to right) Lt. Co!. Herbert Ingraported as excellent. The Scholarship
ham, Mrs. Lewis Niven, Mr. William Sleeper, Mrs. Sleeper, Mrs. Ingraham, Rev. John L. Scott, for Sunday evenings at 7 p.m.
Committee, including representatives
and Mr. Niven.
Deputations chairmen Harriet Johnof the University and the industry,
Staff Photo by Marcoux
and Vance Williams have also
son
awarded $1,000 grants to six qualified
BY RUINALD BC/VITEN
small patio, living quarters for Rev. Rupp was in charge of the guest
discussed the possibility of meeting
students during the 1950-1951 academMore than 75 faculty members, stu- Johr. L. Scott, chaplain to the Epis- book. The following committee served with other campus groups or comic year. Scholarships for the present
dents, and friends attended the infor- copal students at the university, and coffee: Mrs. Lewis Niven, Mrs. munity churches.
year are now being awarded.
Worship is held every Sunday
To better prepare students, the mal reception last Sunday afternoon a small chapel that has indirect light- Dwight Demeritt, and Mrs. Mary
Brook.
morning in the Little Theatre
Curriculum Committee helped estab- which marked the opening of Canter- ing and radiant heating.
Notable in the interior design is a
lish and expand the five-year program bury House on College Avenue.
distinctive style of wall covering that
in pulp and paper. Two years of sum- House on College Avenue.
Under construction for more than is followed throughout the house. A
mer work in mills are required. The
Foundation also helped the university a year, the structure was a joint large basement will provide recreain selecting an experienced lecturer project of the St. James Parish of tional facilities for students. Many
in pulp and paper technology to aug- Old Town and the Episcopal Diocese architectural details are taken from
of Maine. Architect for the building, old New England homes.
ment the teaching staff.
The U. of M. Canterbury House is
Another objective of the Founda- which is colonial in design and repreWe're on TAP for your desires
tion is to help the industry in re- sents an investment of $30,000, was the first to be built in Maine. It is
Ambrose
Higgins
Harbor.
Bar
of
one
several
of
that have been built at
search. The Research Committee sugThe modern interior features spa- major educational institutions by the
gested continued work in stream imOrono
provement, paper testing methods, cious meeting rooms, an attractive Episcopal Church.
Maine
effects of drying conditions, utiliza- panel-lined study which opens onto a
At Sunday's reception, Mrs. Robert
tion of bark, and the measurement of
•
the value of better additives.
ROYAL TYPEWRITERS

Farnsworth Cafe

Ex-Maine Coach
Is In Army School

Rentals — Sales — Service

Keylor Typewriter Exchange

Brown & White Paper Co.

47 Park St., Bangor
Phone 9705
Second Lt. Kenneth A. Marden,•
USA,former Assistant Boxing Coach
at the University of Maine, is attendTOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
ing the Armed Forces Information
School at Fort Slocum, N. Y.
Lieutenant Marden, who received
his B.A. from the University of Maine,
is enrolled in a course to train civil- e..••••••••••••4.4••••••••,,,
ians, officers, and enlisted men in
military information and education
fields.

77 Broad St., Bangor, Maine

NMI LIGLAND THE IMES, hr.

••••••••*•••••••••1.4.4.411,14.N.,•••••••••••,I.,
IMIN0.4.4"4.4*

OPERA HOUSE
IIANGOR

Reginald A. Deering
Gets Tau Beta Award
Reginald A. Deering received an
engraved slide rule at Tau Beta Pi's
annual Freshman Smoker in recognition of achievement last year as the
highest ranking freshman in the College of Technology.
The presentation was made by
Dwight Frye, vice president of the
Maine Alpha Chapter.
Dean Ashley S. Campbell of the
College of Technology spoke on "Scientific Manpower Resources."
Refreshments were served.

Oct. 11, 12, 13
"PASSAGE WEST"
(in Technicolor)
John Payne, Dennis Keefe,
Arleen Whelan

BIJOU

Erdman will replace the Jose
group in the first performance
concert series. Erdman will
here Oct. 16.

Oct. 10, 11, 12
"SMUGGLER'S ISLAND'.
(in Technicolor)
Jeff Chandler, Evelyn Kt \ •
Oct. 13, 14, 15, 16
"TEXAS CARNIVAL"
Esther WillianiN, Red Skelton.
Howard Keel, Ann Miller,
Keenan Wynn

PARK

RAY McHENRY

BANGOR

d the
Oct. 10, 11
"TAKE CARE OF MY
LITTLE GIRL"
Jeanne Crain, Dale Robertson,
Mitzie Gaynor
"HUMPHREY TAKES A
CHANCE"
Leon Errol, Joe Kirkwood, Jr.
Oct. 12, 13
"CHINA CORSAIR"
starring Jon Hall
"LET'S GET TOUGH"
11“ Fast Si& yl 1)ead liiI
1.

MAINE SEXTET
The combo with a big
band sound.
Featuring a completely

NEW LIBRARY of
POPULAR & STANDARD
tunes ARRANGED for
DANCING. I No Bebop
unless by special request!)
• • • •
Reasonable Rates for
Campus Engagements.
331 Corbett
Phone 472

•

ORONO

Wed., Thurs.. Oet. 10, 11
Double Feature
"FUGITIVE LADY"
6:30-9:24
Janie Page, Binnie Barnes
Plus
"STRANGERS ON A TRAIN"

1

7:48

Farley Granger, Ruth Roman

BANGOR

(in Technicolor)

Jean
Limon
of the
appear

TRP
ND
5

Thex're the choice
of the experts, these
Van Hewen OXFORDS
...season-after-season
perfortrers So style.
right ...so rich-looking
...so perf?ct for that
casual college air.
Only Van Ileusen
O‘fords can boast
such famous scwmanship.— such comfortin-action. Scout out
some of these
Van Ileusen Oxfords and
score a touchdown for good
looks on the campus:

Fri., Sat., Oct. 12, 13
"PEOPLE WILL TALK"
Carey Grant, Jeanne Crain
Sat. Matinee 2:30; 6:30-8:20
Sun., Mon., Oct. 14, 15
"RICH, YOUNG AND
PRETTY"
(Technicolor)
Jane Powell, Wendell Corey
Sun. Matinee 3:00; 6:30-8:25

'

all-

American Oxfords
by

Tues., Oct. 16
"HARD, FAST AND
BEAUTIFUL"
Claire Trevor, Robert Clarke
Also added Attractions
6:30-8:20

Vail Hepel!
$4.50

ed., Thurs., Oct. 17, 18
Double Feature
"FORT WORTH"
(Technicolor)
6:30-9:10
Randolph Scott, David Brian
Plus
"RHYTHM INN"
7 CO
ART.

hv

Alit

Bijou and Opera House operate continuously tim 11 :30 a.m. to
11:00 p.m.

Van Heusen the worlds smartest" shirts
Phillips-Janet Corp., New York I, N. Y.
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Chi 0 To Hold Edward Prescott Dean Deering's Work Abroad
Perform Oct. 21
March Of Dimes To
Strengthens Walt Of Freedom
In Recital Series
BY DAVE GETCHELL
Benefit Dance

TE

Maine Enrolls
31 Students Of
Foreign Lands

The second recital in a series of
four by the music department will
The 'Western Wall against ComPlans for the March of Dimes
If the enrollment of 31 foreign stupresent Edward Prescott in a program munism in Europe is stronger and
benefit dance, sponsored by the Chi of organ music on Sunday, Oct. 21.
dents
is any indicator, the fame of the
14,her today than ever before. The
Omega sorority, will soon become a Prescott, a member of the Northern foremen in building this wall of freeUniversity of Maine has spread to all
reality. This annual affair will take Conservatory of Music staff, gives dom, men such as Eisenhower, Marparts of the world.
place in the Memorial Gym on Fri- lessons in applied music at the Uni- shall, and Hoffman, have done their
Besides the seven German students
versity.
well.
work
Yet,
foreman
a
don't
do
enrolled,
new students have come from
Oct.
p.m.
8
to
12
Don
11:45
day,
from
The first recital of the series was job alone. They need men to help
Chile,
Pakistan,
India, and Greece.
Lord and his Maine Men will supply
given on Sept. 30 by William Sleeper. them, and one of the most tireless
Rolando
Pizarro
of Chile, a freshthe music.
Works by Paul Creston, Leo Sower- workers has been Arthur L. Deering,
man,
plans
to
major
in electrical enThe chaperons will be Mr. and Mrs. by, Lockrem Johnson, and Walter Dean of the College of Agriculture
gineering.
Pizarro graduated last June
Richard B. Dolloff and Mr. and Mrs. Piston were included in his program at the University of Maine.
from Coburn Classical Institute.
of
piano
music.
Mr.
Sleeper
also
four
months
For
winter
in
the
of
Hershel Bricker.
Louis Ncsiglia, also from South
played selections by Maurice Ravel 1950, Dean Deering toured Europe as
To many it seems to be just another
lmerica,
is a freshman in the College
and Robert Schumann.
a member of a team studying agristag dance. But to the members of Chi
of
Agriculture.
He has attended the
Third artist to appear will be Jose- cultural problems in Marshall Aid
Omega and to all who understand the
Charlotte
Hall
Military
Academy in
countries
help
shortages.
ease
to
food
phine
Thompson,
a soprano who will
infantile paralysis problem, it is an
Maryland.
present
a
number
of
rarely
performed
important
behind
The
fact
the tour
opportunity to contribute to a great
Representing Bombay, India, is
pieces on Nov. 18.
was that in the event of another world
cause.
Sanat Majumdar, who has been a stuFinal recital of the fall series will ar Europe would have to feed herdent in this country for several years.
DEAN ARTHUR L. DEERING
Ski Patrol members and persons feature Mr. Sleeper and Mary Hayes self. The United States could not do
He received a degree in chemical enHayford
as
duo-pianists
before.
done
she
alone
on
had
the
as
job
Dec.
9.
interested in taking the Standard and
"Put we vere fortunate in finding gineering from Ohio State University
The
recitals
are
held
in
the
visited
the
countries
One
team
Carneof
the
meet
will
courses
Advanced First Aid
a cooperative goverrurent with which and later worked for a paper concern
was Portugal. Dean Deering was imTuesday. Oct. 16, in 27 Wingate Hall. gie Hall Foyer at 4 p.m.
to work," Dean Dering said. Antonio in Canada. Here on a University felpressed both with the people and the
All newcomers to Orono are in- possibilities of their country. The de Olivera Saktzar took over the lowship, he will do further work in
vited to attend the annual tea of the Portuguese, in turn, liked him. He reins of Portugal in 1925 and has pulp and paper technology.
since ruled as an unassuming dictator
Methodist Church and the Church of was invited back there last summer to
A graduate of Calcutta University,
("thrifty
as a downcast Yankee," ac- Nfozammel
Universal Fellowship at the Church head an ECA team that was to offer
Hague, received his masof Universal Fellowship on Tuesday, specific recommendations for improve- cording to Deering) who has made the ter's degree in chemistry from Decca
zurrency of his country second only
Oct. 16, from 3 to 5 p.m.
University in Pakistan. Hague plans
ments in Portugal's agriculture.
to that of Switzerland as the soundest
to continue the study of pulp and paper.
•
in Europe.
Discharged from the Greek army
Three recommendations arose from only
a few weeks ago, DeMetrious
the study made by Dean Deering's Manolis
has also registered for the
group:
qudy of pulp and paper technology.
(1) Irrigation and hydro-electric Mr. Manolis is a senior.
Bangor, Me.
St.
117
power should be promoted to turn
Two other foreign students are ex312.000 acres of desert land into an
pected in a day or two. They are
oasis similar to the Imperial Valley
Augustin Otero of Cuba, who was
SANDWICHES
of California. Also, there should be
delayed by the death of his father, and
a control of the water supply. Power
Pierre Drouin of France.
TO TAKE OUT
xvould then be available to cities and
farms, and fertilizer could be manufactured to increase the yield of the Gum-Chewin2 Students
isting farms.
Don't Hit Wastebaskets
(2) Agriculture should be further
Mrs. Dorothy S. MacDonald, referdeveloped in the colonies. The third
ence librarian, wants to thank cuslargest colonial power, Portugal could
gain vast new supplies of food if farm- tomary users of the Bass Room at the
library, because the room looks just
ing were thus expanded.
as neat at the end of the day as it did
Popular
(3) Most important of all, an effec- at the beginning. It
seems necessary,
tive extension service should be orhowever,
to
remind
certain
gum-chewPractical
ganized to train the farmers in the ing students that
in each reading
correct use of their land.
room there is a wastebasket, into
Low in price!
AVhere does Portugal stand today? which all gum wrappers and torn-up
"She is definitely lined up with the papers should go.
West, "says Dean Deering. She sided
It is also requested—from several
‘vith the Allies in World War II quarters—that students who would
lending them an important air field in rather sit on the mezzanine steps than
the Azores. That base is now being on a stool at Carnegie between classes
enlarged for use by the North Atlan- leave a narrow passageway for the
tic Pact powers.
more ambitious who wish to ascend
As the result of the team's work, the stairs.
Silver gray
Portugal is at this moment sending
a
five-man group to this country
House directors, house presidents,
or Sun tan
Dean Deering, back at the U. of M., and senior residents of the women's
still follows closely the fortunes of dorms met with Dear, Edith G. WilCHINO
Pcrtugal. He is one present-day son, Miss Marjorie E. Reed, and Miss
(washable
American who has certainly driven Velma K. Oliver at a luncheon last
his share of spikes in the NVall of week to discuss general dormitory
Freedom.
policies.
•

SKLAR'S
Delicatessen
& Creamery

If It's A Good Used Car
See

HARDY'S

"On the Square"
Bangor

PAUL'S

CAMPUS
PANTS

4.50

John Paul

Nissen's'ttakery Products
Photo shows a section of our Instrument Dept.

Ni
N

Fits'em all
INSTRUMENTS — SALES — SERVICE — RENTAL

PAUL'S

MUSICAL SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES

JOHN PAUL CO.
The Name That Wears Well
55 PICKERING SQ.
BANGOR

Andrews Music House
118 Mabi St.
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Short or tall...

Oron

Betts Bookstore
54-58 Columbia St., Bangor
Modern Library — College Outline Series — Recent
Fiction, Non-fiction — Lending Library — Children's
Downstairs Bookstore — Gifts — StihReriptions
Books required for outside reading - - And,of course,
we will order any book in print
Chri-tinas cards have arrived
Prepaid special orders
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Bears Seek Revenge In Wildcat's Lair

BY BEN TUCKER
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Despite wind, rain, pre-game injuries, and predictions, the University
of Maine football eleven resembled a
machine last Saturday as it rolled
over Vermont 42-0. Hal Westerman's
men displayed depth, good blocking,
and fine passing during the wet afternoon.
By DANA WARREN
Several former benchwarmers got
Coac h Hal Westerman's
a chance to show their ability, which,
smooth-working varsity gridmen,
in many cases was outstanding. Secwith two straight Yankee Conond-string quarterback, Steve Novick,
ference
victories under their belts,
connected with a number of his passes,
will be seeking their third win
one long heave going for a TD. With
when they oppose the University
a little more grooming Steve should
of
New Hampshire on Saturday
be a very valuable piece of property
at
Durham.
come State Series time. Albert "Red"
The Wildcats, who were the only
Card, previously a substitute end, was
undefeated team in New England last
shifted to the fullback slot last week
fall, had enjoyed a nine-game winning
end. The big lad plowed his way
streak until they were toppled by the
through the middle, picking up yardage
Rhode Island Rams in a 27-0 upset
each time.
last week end.
Maine's ends deserve lots of
The boys from New Hampshire,
praise, too, for Bob Whytock and
however, are not to be taken lightly.
Harry Easton made some unbeDefeating Maine here 19-0 last season,
lievable catches in the end zone.
the Wildcats have 10 of last year's
Camille, a sub end who had not
lettermen back. This week end will
seen action previously, snagged
be their homecoming tilt and the last
several bullets thrown by Novick.
chance for most of the varsity squad
The whole Maine line was chargto get a crack at the Pale Blue,
ing hard and blocking well. NeedRivalry Started In 1903
less to say, Westerman's first
string hacks McCann, Bogdn.noThis is the 39th meeting between the
vich, and Butterfield were outtwo schools since the rivalry began in
standing in their passing and
1903. Maine has won 18 and New
running. Win Brown made good
Hampshire 16. Four games have endall his tries for extra points. All
ed in deadlocks.
in all it was a team victory—
The two teams will also be playing
everybody deserves praise, espefor possession of the Brice-Cowell
cially the coaches.
Musket, a trophy awarded jointly by
Harry Easton (88), big Maine end, goes high in the air to nab a pass tossed to him in
Vermont fumbled consistently on its
Alumni of the two schools.
the
end zone by sophomore Steve Novick. Other players pictured are Maine back Ed Bogdanov
drives and consequently was on the
The Bears are in good physical
ich
(33)
and an unidentified Vermont nian. The pass was the second aerial TD to Easton. A
defense most of the afternoon. The
shape for Saturday's tilt after smashthird
scoring toss came when Jack Butterfield threw to Bob Whytock.
Catamounts were at top strength at
Staff Photo by Morcoux ing Vermont last week end 42-0. Only
the outset of the tussle, having a real
Joe Alex, 165-pound back who was
speed merchant in Negro back, Billy
carried from the Vermont tussle with
Howard, the fastest dashman (9.7 sec.
pulled ligaments, and big Gordon Penfor the 100) in Vermont history.
dleton, who received a broken hand in
Back Jack Keefer, son of an Allthe season's opener, will not be ready
American, was pretty well bottled up
for action against New Hampshire.
Phi Eta Kappa led the victory parby the Bear defense. It was a battered
Maine has plenty of strength in all
Due to the inclement weather last ade in fraternity intramural
The Pale Blue Varsity Cross Coun- departments. In the backfield Jack
football
and tired squad that left the campus
week end only one match was played over the week
for Vermont after the game.
end by soundly trounc- try Team will play host to the Univer- Butterfield, who scampered 73 yards
sity of New Brunswick Saturday in last week end to set up a Bear touchin
the 1951 Fall Tennis Tournament. ing TEP, 36 to 0, on Thursday
Looking elsewhere in New Engand by
quest
of their second straight win of down, is again slated for action.
Pendleton
defeated
Bridge 12-10, 9-11, defeating a
land football circles. we note that
good SAE team, 14 to 6,
the
and
young
6-2.
season.
Soph Halfbacks Lead Team
Rhode Island downed New Hampon Sunday afternoon. Joe Wall, Phi
Ed Bogdanovich and Billy McCann,
Led by Captain Dick Dow and
Doc Small sees a good season next
shire 27-0 last Saturday. An upset and a surprise to some, but Spring with returning lettermen, Eta's ace passing quarterback, was Sophomore Carlton MacLean, Maine's speedy sophomores, who are the squad's
speedsters will test their leg and lung leading ground gainers, will spell
lial Westerman reported that promising newcomers, and returnees instrumental in both victories.
Ithody was potentially loaded. from last year's successful Frosh
In other games. Phi Gam belted power against a good University of double trouble for the Wildcats. Ray
Maine had pre% iously beaten squad. Lettermen include Bill Bird, A TO, 18 to 0. DiBiase, Norris. and New Brunswick team. With the pos- Cox, Captain Pete Pocius, Ed CianRhode Island 12-0 in its opener John Domenico, Don Holsworth, and McCleod had one touchdown apiece sible exception of "Coke" Haskell, chette, Charlie Burgess, Gordon Thorand will face the N. II. Wildcats Bob I.ePage. Members of last year's for the Phi Gams, who scored on the out with a sprained arch, Coach Jen- burn and Harry Richardson, who
kins' pack is in top form for the en- taught Vermont a lesson in defense,
this coming week at Durham. Frosh team include Lefty Luce, Art very first play of the game.
give the Bears a formidable forward
gagement.
New Hampshire bill be a very Traub, Skip Hall, Ken Bernard, Bob
Two touchdowns and a safety actough opponent after the defeat Irish, Mark Leiberman, and Bill counted for Kappa Sig's 14 to 6
Last
Saturday,
the Bear thinclads wall.
win
Sophomore Steve Novick and vetit received at the hands of Eddie Feyler. Another highly regarded Soph over Beta. Jack Christie is
sped
through
the
rain to a decisive
credited
eran
Gene Sturgeon, two needleDoherty and Co. The Wildcats prospect is Eaniie Sutton, who was with one TD and the safety,
while 17-44 victory over Bates. Dick Dow
boast a fine backfield. with All. unable to play last year because of Bob Nickson scored the other touch- pounded across the finish line in a threading passers, offer a further
New England Jack Bowes, Dick illness.
dead heat with teammate MacLean to threat to the Wildcats as they chuck
down.
to graceful Harry Easton and aggresDewing, and cohorts. I ast year
There is one Frosh dark horse enDoing all its scoring in the first tie for first place. Ed Perry of Maine
sive
Bob Whytock. Both caught
New Hampshire rolled over Maine tered in the tournament this year who half,
Phi Kap took an 18 to 12 de- was third followed by Casavant of
touchdown
tosses last week end.
19-0. The coming battle should should give anyone plenty of trouble. cision from
a game Phi Mu Delta Bates, the only Bobcat to finish in the
Win Brown, the center with the edube a thriller.
His name is Brooks Whitehouse. team. Phi Kap touchdowns were
first seven. Maine's Hirst and Osborne
made
On glancing around the State, it is Coach Small expects great things by Dave Anderson, Jack Curry, and tied for fifth place, and Dave Beppler cated toe, who kicked six straight conversions against Vermont, will be
finished seventh.
quite evident that Bates, Colby, and from him in the future.
Wallie Pooler.
handling
the place kicking assignment
Bowdoin are going to be tough in the
The incomplete list of seedings inCoach "Chet" Jenkins is pleased
Phi Eta Kappa, with two undefeated
Saturday.
State Series. Bowdoin looks very cludes Bill Bird, John Domenico, seasons under its belt, holds
the favor- with his team's performance and opformidable with a fine quarterback Brooks Whitehouse, Bob LePage, Don ite's position—b
ut anything can hap- timistic about its chances in future
and an experienced line. The Polar Holsworth, and Nelson Luce.
meets. The genial mentor is greatly
Pen.
Bears have had little trouble with their
encouraged by the fact that this year's
only opponents--Tufts and Wesleyan.
squad showed faster time in their
Bates, a team with several injuries,
trials than did last year's State TitalAfter taking second place in last
showed sonic of its spunk last week
ists and Yankee Conference Coweek's
tri-school meet against Caribou
end when it led powerful Springfield
Champs.
and Ellsworth High Schools, Coach
The woman's rifle team is practic- men vs. Sophomores; Friday, Juniors
after three quarters only to have its
Captain-elect Dow looks to be in Chet Jenkins'
Froch Cross Country
passing attack backfire in the last ing under the direction of Sgt. Earl vs. Seniors.
shape for another brilliant season.
squad
will
meet
a strong Bangor High
B.
Eastwood, men's varsity rifle coach.
period. Colby is building and has
Archery practice sessions are being Last year, Dow made a habit of winSchool
team
tomorrow
at Bangor.
Interested
girls
are
invited to attend held on Friday afternoons
many improvements to make, but last
from 2:30 ning races and setting records. He The meet will start at 3:30.
Saturday it came from behind with the p:actice sessions on Thursdays at to 3:30. If enough interest is
shown, was undefeated until the New EngThe froth, lacking experience, have
two touchdowns in the final quarter 7 p.m. in the Armory.
a tournament will be held.
lands.
been
working hard for the coming
to down Upsala 13-7. Tom Davis from
Girls' field hockey competition
Competition in a doubles tennis
meet. Bangor, undefeated this season,
Ellsworth, looked very good in the started this week. Games for the tournament started this week under
The Maine football team is not only has shown plenty of power by blankMule backfield. Should be a great coming week are: Monday, Sopho- the direction of tennis manager Bella
undefeated, but as yet hasn't been ing Hartland with a perfect score and
State Series.
more vs. Seniors; Wednesday, Fresh- Frazier. Sixteen girls have entered.
scored upon.
beating a strong Old Town team.

Antique Musket
Goes To Winner
Of Rugged Tilt

Small Has Hopes Undefeated Phi Eta Bear Thin Clads
OfGood Season In Football Lead Away Saturday

Women's Sports

Frosh At Bangor
In Hill And Dale Go
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THE MAINE CAMPUs

Engineer Grads
See Job Outlook
Much Improved

Orono. Maine, October 11, 1951

Campus Nursery

School Has A 'Family Night'

University Society

Last night was "Family Night" for lies of the nursery school children was
the university nursery school, which Dr. Katherine Miles, who directs the
is conducted by the home economics school.
BY FRANCES DION
tlepartment.
A covered dish supper was served
The campus broke wide open this "Ma" Henderson and Mr. and Mrs.
In charge of a get-togoher of farni- by the Nursery School Staff.
Philip J. Brockway, director of the past week end! The rally, the return
Henry Peek serving as chaperons.
Student Placement Bureau, announced of many alumni, and a terrific football
The pledges at Phi Eta put on a
today that job opportunities for en- game brought activity on campus to
"Kickoff Party" using a football
gineering graduates are expected to be its highest peak so far this fall.
motif for decorations. Music for dancmore plentiful and generally more luSigma Nu opened its doors after the
ing
was provided by records. Approxicrative than ever before.
ray to. hold a vic dance for approxi- mately 30
For the week of October 8, 1951
couples attended with "Ma"
"Few engineering students should mately 35 couples. Dick Ayotte and
Cook and Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Rich
experience difficulty in finding jobs in Keith Ruff entertained with songs.
To
as chaperons.
June," he said.
Dr. and Mrs. Wilmarth Starr and
The girls are not to he outdone.
As early as the start of the summer Lt. Col. and Mrs. Willia m Summers
Following
the football game coffee was
session, large companies were interest- chaperoned while Dick Wood was in
served in South Estabrooke for girls
ed in contacting engineering students charge of the dance.
of the dorm and their guests. About
For the Fine Football Rally
on the Maine campus. Since no enOn the far northern end of campus 60 students
were present. Ginny Norgineers were graduating from summer TEP entertained
ton was chairman of the coffee with
The recipient of this award is entitled to
school, the companies switched their 25 couples with
assistance from Marjorie Wylile and
requests for interviews to the early group singing as
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
Helen Pendleton.
fall.
a feature of the
ABSOLUTELY FREE
On Sunday members of the
Representatives of the Goodyear evening. Music
Deutsche Verein accompanied by Dr.
Tire & Rubber Company will be on for dancing was
John Klein and Mr. Robert Sherk,
campus Oct. 29 for interviews with provided by a vic.
traveled to Lamoine for the club's
18 Mill Street
Orono 647
February engineers. This is the earli- Mr. and Mrs.
annual
outing.
•
est date ever scheduled by the Place- Edward Sms kay
ment Bureau for a major corporation and Mr. and Mrs.
Morris Rubin chaperoned while Dick
to consult with potential graduates.
Last year 82 companies made 106 Wilner and Bob Shulman were in
visits to the Maine campus and held charge of the affair.
at least 2,065 interviews. This inStudents may have suffered a little
cludes interviews with graduates of all in the rain at the game but the hot
the colleges. Mr. Brockway predicts coffee and the warm fireplaces at the
that this large number may be sur- various fraternities made up for it.
passed this year.
Delta Tau held a buffet supper after
Last year, according to Mr. Brock- the game. Later in the evening a vic
way, the average starting salary for dance was held with about 50 couples
engineer graduates was about $300 a attending. The pledges provided the
month. This figure will probably be entertainment by presenting a comic
increased to about $325.
television skit. Vaughan Lacombe
At present the Placement Bureau is was in charge of the activities. Mr.
meeting with seniors by departmental and Mrs. John Nolde and Mr. and
groups, to provide registration forms Mrs. Richard Stewart were chaperons.
and to discuss job prospects.
Congratulations are in order for Sig
Ep. The fellows opened their new
and very attractive chapter room for
the first time with over 45 couples attending a vic dance. A booby prize was
presented to the winning couple in an
elimination dance and more entertainment was provided by Ronald Schutt,
Many students know of Andy MezoEd Pert, and Bub Pert. Ken Wiley
ian as a cheerleader and candidate in
was in charge of Sig Fp's first party
the 1951 mayoral campaign, but comwith Col. and Mrs. Samuel Unger
paratively few are familiar with his
and Maj. and Mrs. Richard Freeman
literary achievements, which have reas chaperons.
ceived national recognition.
Not far away Theta Chi welcomed
Andy decided he wanted to write
back nany alumni during open house
when he was honorably discharged
after the game and also held a vic
from the army in 1947, after having
dance in the evening. Approximately
served in Japan with the famed 24th
35 couples were in attendance with
Infantry Division.
•
In 1948 he had three stories published in The Hirenik Weekly, an
Armenian publication. One of these,
"The Little Shoes," was later included
in Martha Foley's "Best American
Short Stories of 1949." During the
PORTABLE
summer Andy had one story published
TYPEWRITER
S
he "A" stands for "Activities"—and he's in a
in the Armenian Review, and a second
story, "7 o'clock," has been accepted
lot
of them. Plays first-string basketball. Writes
complete line of office
for the fall issue of that publication.
for the school paper. Represents his class on the
equipment and students'
Andy says he will probably enter
supplies
student council.
the bakery business after his graduaOffice
18
Post
Tel.
Sq.
8331
tion in June and do as much writing
And on top of that, he's a good student.
as he can as a sideline.
•
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Browse Around

Telephone people are like that, too. Besides
giving good,friendly,courteous telephone service,
they take part in numerous extracurricular
activities.

The same spirit of friendliness and helpfulness
which lies behind the fine telephone service this
country receives,makes telephone people A-people
in their communities.
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People say--"You can find it at PARK'S"
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That's why you'll find telephone men and
women working on charity drives,joining service
clubs, leading Scout troops.
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